
A Different Pond: Stories Keep Our Cultures Alive
Wednesday, July 14th - 9:00-11:00

Essential Question/Big Idea: How do we keep our stories alive? How do we protect the stories of our
culture?

Core text: A Different Pond by Bao Phi and Thi Bui

Time / Facilitator Activity Tech/Materials

8:45-9:05
Kurt
Tommaso

Morning Reflection: Thinking Routine
- Introduction to thinking routines (Kurt)
- 3-2-1 Bridge

- 3 insights from yesterday
- 2 questions/puzzles
- 1 metaphor/analogy

- Use art supplies to write
- Stand and share with a person from another

table

Reflection art
supplies at tables

9:05-9:25
Kurt

Building Community + Activation
- Compass Points

- Divide room into three circles
- Choose four movement leaders in each

circle
- One at each point of the

compass
- They take a step into the circle

- Play music
- One begins to lead with the the music,

when they turn to the other they pass
the lead to that person, continue
passing leadership amongst the
“compass point” leaders

- The group follows
- Family Portraits

- Choose one photographer (with an
iphone)

- Listen to the prompt. Take a family
photo as that group.
1. Merpeople (mermaids etc.)
2. Octopuses
3. Sharks



4. Pirates

9:25-9:45
Kurt

An Actor’s Reading: A Different Pond
- Return to seats to take packets
- Gather in groups of six - get comfortable around

the room.
- In your group, choose people to read the part

of the father and the son.
- Father and son quickly read through the text

and underline your dialogue.
- Rest of the group shares the role of the

narrator.
- “Perform” the text as a group.

A Different Pond Text

9:45-9:55 Break

9:55-10:15
Jon

Narrative Plentitude: A Talk and Reflection
- Note from Bao Phi
- Narrative Plentitude
- The Stories We Want to Protect
- I Could Tell A Story About
- Story idea generation

10:15-10:25
Kurt and Marimar

Podcasts - Project Introduction
- Introduction to Story Corps - Story Corps

example
- Play one example: Dad’s Songs
- What are the stories we want to protect?

10:25-10:35
Marimar

Creating “thick air”
- Generating more possible stories.
- Choose one story to tell

10:35-10:50
Kurt and Marimar

Back to Back Storytelling
- 5 min per story, then share back
- Capture the most important phrase you heard -

share it back. Repeat.
- Fold page in three: beginning, middle, and end

10:50-11:10
Kurt

Storytelling Tools
- Introduce storytelling tools (rubric)
- What does it take to effectively tell a story?

Google Doc

11:10-11:40
Kurt

A Story Walk
- Project Description:

- Make sure you have one recording
device between the two of you.

- Find a quiet place far from other people.

Recording device -
one for every pair
(phone)
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JJaRV5xD3mtAbXTVzQdhKUe86MBRDniitD9_kQlTIn4/edit?usp=sharing
https://storycorps.org/stories/there-was-always-music-in-the-house-memories-of-luis-m-moreno-a-father-and-prolific-songwriter/


- Record each of your stories in 2-4 min.
- Consider the storytelling ideas you

generated.

11:40-12:00
Kurt

Performance: Radio Hour
- Play stories for each other in groups of 5-6

Speaker for each
group

12:00 Lunch
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